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Welcome
Welcome to another newsletter…
In this issue, by popular demand, we reprint "The Occult Signs".
As always, no hugs, just the facts… So let's jump right in…
Kind regards,
Campbell M Gold

Lifting the Veil
Occult Signs
Commonly used occult signs include:
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(1) SQUARE - The square symbol represents the occult element of Earth.
(2) TRIANGLE - Sometimes called the Thaumaturgic-Triangle. This is an important figure, as many of
Satan's symbols contain triangular elements (See 3, 6, 7, 8, 10, 13 and 15). In coven meetings a
triangle is depicted on the floor, usually in the place where the spirit or daemon that is being invoked
will materialise. The triangle represents the occult element of fire. The triangle is often used in magical
processes such as spell casting, and demon summoning.
(3) PENTACLE - The five points of this symbol represent the occult elements of Earth, Water, Fire, Air
and Spirit. The pentacle often contains signs representing occult gods. This symbol is also depicted in
the Tarot suit of pentacles.
(4) CIRCLE - Many of the Satanic symbols are enclosed by a circle (See 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 15).
The circle represents eternity as it has no beginning or end. The circle is also a symbol of protection.
During certain rituals, the Satanic Priest will stand in the centre of a pentacle that is protected by two
enclosing circles. The circle represents the occult element of air.
(5) INVERTED CROSS - Often referred to as the 'Southern Cross'. This symbol represents the
rejection of Christianity. The inverted cross is displayed in Satanists' homes and is always present at
coven meetings. This symbol is often present in Satanic art, record album covers, jewellery
(especially necklaces, pendants, rings, and earrings, etc). Satanists often tattoo or cut this symbol into
their body. The position of the symbol on the body is not important.
(6) PENTAGRAM – The meaning of this symbol is similar to that of the pentacle (See 3). However,
with the addition of the enclosing circle, the user is protected, and spirit power is concentrated. The
five points of this symbol represent the occult elements of Earth, Water, Fire, Air and Spirit. This
symbol is used by Witches in their 'White Magic' rituals.
(7) THE INVERTED PENTAGRAM - This symbol is the goat head representation of Satan. The two
upper triangles represent the goat's horns, the two side triangles represent the goat's ears and the
lower triangle represents the goat's beard. The three triangles facing downward also represent the
denial of the Christian Trinity of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit (See 'The Symbol of Baphomet'). This is
a powerful symbol which is associated with 'Black Magic', and Satanism - it is one of the
representations of Satan himself.
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(8) ANARCHY - This symbol represents the overthrow of all law and natural order - Particularly
Christian law and order.
(9) BLACK MASS INDICATORS - These symbols are used to show where a black mass is to be held,
or has taken place. A Black Mass is a Satanic ritual that copies the Catholic Mass is essence,
however it represents the exact opposite of what the Catholic Mass is portraying. During the Black
Mass, 'holy items' are defiled, and 'forbidden' activities are performed. During a Black Mass, sacrifices
are made. These include animals, adults, children, virgins, and especially unbaptized infants. One of
the key elements in a black mass is the recitation of the 'Pater Noster' (The Lord's Prayer) backwards.
(10) THE HEXAGRAM - This symbol is also known as the Star of David and the Seal of Solomon. The
hexagram represents the universal life force or God. Hexagram amulets are worn by Satanists for
protection, and to concentrate spirit power.
(11) THE SWASTIKA - This symbol is also known as the broken cross, and represents life and
harmony. It is also known as the Sun Wheel - An ancient religious symbol. In Sun God worship, it is
supposed to represent the sun's course in the heavens. In Satanic use (it is a modern symbol of evil),
the swastika's arm direction has no significance. This symbol has also been used by many
organisations, including the Nazi party. The Nazi party used the counter-clockwise symbol to depict
movement away from the 'God-Head'.
(12) THE CRESCENT MOON AND STAR - This symbol represents the goddess Diana and the star of
Lucifer (Satan).
(13) THE INVERTED AXE - The symbol of the double bladed axe represents justice. Satanists
display an inverted axe to represent anti-justice or injustice.
(14) THE SYMBOL OF ETERNITY - The eternal eight symbolizes the belief that Lucifer (Satan) is the
true Son of God and will reign forever. This symbol is also depicted on many of the Tarot trump cards.
(15) THE CROSS OF NERO - This symbol represents an inverted cross with the cross-arms broken.
In Satanism this symbol represents the denial of Christianity and a breaking away from the Christian
faith. In the 1960s this symbol was known as the 'peace symbol', today, this symbol is used by
Satanists and occultists to represent a broken cross - the defeat of Christianity.
During a Satanist's initiation he will take a ceramic cross and will hold it inverted by the cross-arms.
The cross is then brought down sharply onto the top of an altar breaking the cross-arms in a
downward motion. This ritual symbolizes the initiate's break from Christianity, and his acceptance of
Satan.
(16) THE ANKH - This symbol was used by the ancient Egyptians in the worship of the sun god Ra. It
represents life, and is believed to have magical power. When inverted, the ankh symbolises the
breaking of the Christian cross (see 15). In Satanic initiation, some covens require a Christian initiate
to break a ceramic cross upon the high altar. The Christian grasps the cross by the cross arms and
brings it down inverted upon the altar. This action breaks the cross arms in a downward motion and
describes the Ankh. The Ankh is often associated with fertility, and Satanists often have jewellery
made in the representation of the Ankh.
(17) THE SATANIC 'S' - This symbol is used by many heavy metal rock groups and it represents
Lucifer falling like a lightning bolt from heaven. It also symbolises power and represents the link
between heaven and hell. This symbol was used by Hitler's Nazi 'SS' troops.
(18) TRAIL MARKERS - These symbols are used to point the way to a coven meeting. Today, these
symbols are not very common, as participation in coven meetings is usually by invitation only.
Satanists do not hold public meetings.
(19) NATAS - This symbol is the word 'SATAN' spelt backwards. In Satanic writing, backward spelling
is often utilised to create obscurity. NATAS is an example of this practice.
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(20) AC/DC - This abbreviation means 'Antichrist/Devil's Child'. This slogan is frequently found on the
clothing of Satan's followers. This symbol is also the name of a 'heavy metal' rock group.
(21) THE NUMBER OF THE BEAST - This represents Satan's number as revealed in the Bible's book
of Revelation (See 24 and 26). Rev 13:18 says: 'Let Him that has understanding count the number of
the beast; for it is the number of a man; and his number is six hundred, three-score and six.'
(22) THE SCARAB - This symbol represents the Egyptian Scarab beetle. The scarab is an ancient
Egyptian symbol of life and reincarnation. It also represents Beelzebub, the Lord of the Flies.
(23) THE ALL-SEEING EYE - Also known as the Udiat. This symbol represents spiritual vision.
Tradition speaks of masters developing enough spiritual power
to open the third eye and to see with spiritual sight. The third eye
is situated in the forehead between the two natural eyes. There
are many variations of this symbol; however, they all have one
thing in common - the eye itself.
(Picture right – Reverse side of the US great seal)
Many Satanists apply unguents or oils to their forehead area to
activate this third eye. Often, the all-seeing eye is portrayed at
the apex of a pyramid. Such is the case of the Illuminati pyramid
depicted on the reverse side of the Great Seal of the United
States.
(24) THREE CIRCLES - This symbol represents the number of the beast or Satan's number '666' as
noted in Rev 13:18 (See 21 and 26).
(25) CROSS OF CONFUSION - This symbol represents the Antichrist. It questions the validity of
Christianity and the authority of Jesus Christ. The origin of this symbol can be traced to the Romans
who questioned the truth and validity of Christianity.
(26) SATAN'S NUMBER - The letter 'F' is the sixth letter of the alphabet. Therefore, 'FFF' equals 'SixSix-Six' which corresponds to Satan's number as noted in Rev 13:18 (See 21 and 24).
(27) COLLAPSED CIRCLE - The collapsed circle represents the occult element of water.
(28) CHURCH OF SATAN - This is the symbol of Anton La Vey's First Church of Satan in San
Francisco. This symbol is depicted in the Satanic Bible above the 'Nine Satanic Statements'. Satanists
use this symbol on their documentation, in graffiti. Sometimes Satanists tattoo, or cut this symbol into
their body.
--()-For more information on this topic,
please visit the CMG Archives on our website:

http://campbellmgold.com

Something to Ponder
Illumination
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Esoterically, the Sphinx represents a point of judgement our journey of life. As cycles of experience
are completed, we are confronted by the Sphinx, and are asked the riddle of life. Those who cannot
declare the secret and purpose of life will have to undergo further cycles of experience to grow and
thereby find the answer. Many will look to the Sphinx as God, or a guide, or a master, or a guardian,
and will wait for him to direct them. However, the Sphinx remains silent and impassive, and the
individual will have to undergo further cycles of experience to find the answer himself.
Only the individual, who correctly answers the riddle by declaring himself as the secret and purpose
will move from uncontrolled universal cycles of existence to self-determined cycles. In other words,
the unification of lower and higher self enables the individual to understand his full potential and
thereby take full responsibility for his future expansion of consciousness.
When the individual realises, and declares, that he is the focal point of existence, and discovers the
elements of the experienceable universe are but the personified energies of his own potential, yet to
be experienced, the riddle of life is solved. Universally-determined cycles are understood and
mastered, the sphinx (the barrier to self-determined cycles of expansion) is overcome, and the
individual progresses onward in his evolution (the expansion of existence by experience). This
process is presented in the symbolism of the ‘Wheel of Fortune’ tarot card, which is the door between
universally-determined cycles and self-determined cycles.
--()-For more information,
and to review the "riddle",
please visit the CMG Archives on our website:

http://campbellmgold.com

Health Bite
Please visit the "Health Archive" on our website for the latest Health Items.

http://campbellmgold.com

IMPORTANT
Any health information contained in this Newsletter is not meant as a substitute for advice
from your physician, or other health professional. The presented material is intended for
general interest only; and it should not be used to diagnose, treat, or cure any condition
whatever. If you are concerned about any health issue, symptom, or other indication, you
should consult your regular physician, or other health professional. Consequently, the Author
cannot accept responsibility for any individual who misuses the information contained in this
material. Thus, the reader is solely responsible for all of the health information contained
herein. However, every effort is made to ensure that the information in this material is
accurate; but, the Author is not liable for any errors in content or presentation, which may
appear herein.
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Newsletter Back Issues
Back Issues of the "Campbell M Gold Newsletter" are located in the "Newsletter Archive" on our
website:

http://campbellmgold.com

Visit Us
Visit http://campbellmgold.com for more information,
special offers, and free gifts
Copyright © Campbell M Gold
Website: http://campbellmgold.com
Email: veritas@campbellmgold.com

Thank You
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